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Description

Background Of The Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a self-propelled civil engineering machine, and in particular a road milling machine,
road paver or slipform paver, and to a method of controlling a self-propelled civil engineering machine and in particular
a road milling machine, road paver or slipform paver.

Description Of The Prior Art

[0002] There are a variety of known kinds of self-propelled civil engineering machines. In particular, these machines
include the known slipform pavers, road pavers and road milling machines. The characteristic feature of these self-
propelled civil engineering machines is that they have a working unit having working means for producing structures on
the ground or for making changes to the ground.
[0003] In the known slipform pavers, the working unit comprises an arrangement for moulding flowable material and
in particular concrete, which arrangement will be referred to in what follows as a concrete mould. Structures of different
types, such as crash barriers and road gutters, can be produced with the concrete mould. A slipform paver is described
EP 1 103 659 B1 (U.S. 6,481,924) for example.
[0004] The known road pavers generally have a screed as their working unit. The screed is so arranged, at that end
of the road paver which is at the rear looking in the direction of paving, that it is supported by a lower sliding plate on
the material of the road covering being laid and a pre-compression of the material thus takes place.
[0005] The working unit of the known road milling machines is a milling arrangement which has a milling drum fitted
with milling tools, by which milling drum material can be milled off the ground over a preset working width.
[0006] The known self-propelled civil engineering machines also have a drive unit which has drive means to allow
movements in translation and/or rotation to be performed, and a control unit for controlling the drive unit in such a way
that the civil engineering machine performs movements in translation and/or rotation on the ground.
[0007] When self-propelled civil engineering machines are controlled automatically, the problem arises that a preset
reference point on the civil engineering machine has to move precisely along a preset curve in space on the ground, in
order for example to enable a structure of a preset shape to be produced on the ground in the correct position and in
the correct orientation.
[0008] A known method of controlling slipform pavers presupposes the use of a guiding wire or line which lays down
the desired curve along which the reference point on the civil engineering machine is to move. Elongated objects, such
as crash barriers or road gutters for example, can be produced effectively by using a guiding wire or line. However, the
use of a guiding wire or line is found to be a disadvantage when structures of small dimensions, such as cigar-shaped
traffic islands for example, which are distinguished by extending for small distances and having tight radiuses, are to be
produced.
[0009] It is also known for self-propelled civil engineering machines to be controlled by using a satellite-based global
positioning system (GPS). A civil engineering machine having a GPS receiver is known from US A 5,612,864 for example.
[0010] It is a disadvantage that the plotting of the position of an object using a master measurement system to control
the civil engineering machine calls for a great deal of technical cost and complication because the construction project
will be complex and the object has to be fitted into it. What is particularly costly and complicated is the plotting which
has to be done of the positions of various reference points in the measurement system. This cost and complication can
only be justified for large objects. For small objects on the other hand the cost and complication is disproportionately high.
[0011] Another disadvantage of the objects being fitted into the complex building project lies in the fact that in practice,
with small objects, allowance often has to be made for fixed points, such for example as existing hydrants or water
outlets on the site, which may possibly not be situated precisely at the points at which they were entered in the plans.
Should the project data not agree with the actual local facts, the project data has to be amended off the site in the office
at relatively high cost and the amended project data then has to be read in again on the site.
[0012] EP 2 336 424 A2 describes a self-propelled civil engineering machine, and in particular to a slipform paver,
road paver or road milling machine, and a method of controlling a self- propelled civil engineering machine. The civil
engineering machine has a control unit which has means for determining data which defines the position and/or orientation
of a reference point R on the civil engineering machine in relation to a reference system (X, Y, Z) independent of the
position and orientation of the civil engineering machine. The reference system (X, Y, Z) independent of the machine-
related reference system (x, y, z) may be selected as desired, and there is thus no need for the positions of various
reference points to be plotted on the ground. The civil engineering machine is moved to a preset starting point on the
ground which may be freely selected. At the preset starting point, the civil engineering machine is aligned in a preset
orientation. The position and orientation of the object are thus laid down. Consequently, the object can always be optimally
arranged on the ground with due allowance made for possible fixed points. As well as this, the civil engineering machine
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also has means for determining data defining a desired curve in the reference system (X, Y, Z) independent of the
position and orientation of the civil engineering machine and means for controlling the drive unit, as a function of the
data defining the desired curve, in such a way that the reference point R on the civil engineering machine moves along
the desired curve starting from the preset starting point at which the civil engineering machine is in a preset position and
orientation on the ground.

Summary Of The Invention

[0013] The object underlying the invention is to provide a self-propelled civil engineering machine, and in particular a
road milling machine, a road paver or a slipform paver, which can move automatically, without any great cost or com-
plication in the plotting of position and with high accuracy, along a desired curve extending for relatively short distances
of travel and having tight radiuses. Another object is to specify a method which allows a self-propelled civil engineering
machine to be controlled automatically, without any great cost or complication in the plotting of position and with high
accuracy, along a desired curve extending for relatively short distances of travel and having tight radiuses.
[0014] According to the invention, a hand held field rover is provided which may be used to determine some or all of
the curve data in the independent reference system (X,Y,Z). The field rover may include a rover control unit having a
rover shape selection component, a rover position data determination component, and a rover curve data determination
component.
[0015] According to the invention, a method of controlling a self-propelled civil engineering machine is provided wherein
a hand held field rover is utilized to determine a position of at least one identifiable point of a preset geometrical shape
in a reference system independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine. Then curve data
defining a desired curve is determined in part on the basis of the position of the at least one identifiable point of the
preset geometrical shape as determined by the rover.
[0016] A self-propelled civil engineering machine system according to the invention includes a civil engineering machine
and hand held a field rover. The civil engineering machine may include a machine chassis, a working unit arranged on
the chassis, a drive unit, and a machine control unit. The field rover may include a rover control unit including a rover
shape selection component. Each of the following components is included in at least one of the machine control unit
and the rover control unit:

a shape selection component operable to preset a geometrical shape for the structure to be produced or for the
ground to which changes are to be made; a machine position data determination component operable to determine
position data to define the position and/or orientation of a reference point on the civil engineering machine in relation
to the reference system which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine; a
curve data determination component operable to determine curve data to define a desired curve based on the preset
geometrical shape of the structure to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be made and based on a
desired position and orientation of the preset geometrical shape in the reference system independent of the position
and orientation of the civil engineering machine, the desired curve being that curve along which the reference point
on the civil engineering machine is to move in the reference system independent of the position and orientation of
the civil engineering machine; and a drive control component operable to control the drive unit, as a function of the
curve data defining the desired curve, in such a way that the reference point on the civil engineering machine moves
along the desired curve.

[0017] In another embodiment a self-propelled civil engineering machine system includes a civil engineering machine
including a machine chassis and a working unit arranged on the chassis. A drive unit drives the machine. A machine
control unit is operable to control the movement of the machine. The machine control unit includes a machine data
determination component and a drive control component. The machine data determination component may include a
field rover mounted on the civil engineering machine, the field rover being removable from the civil engineering machine
so that the field rover may be used separately to survey positions on the ground.
[0018] The self-propelled civil engineering machine and/or the field rover according to the invention has a control unit
which has means for presetting a given geometrical shape for the structure to be produced or the ground to which
changes are to be made. This given shape may for example be a traffic island in the shape of a cigar. It may be entered
or selected by the operator of the machine.
[0019] The field rover according to the invention also has means for determining data which defines the position and/or
orientation of a reference point on the civil engineering machine in relation to a reference system which is independent
of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine. The reference system (X,Y,Z) independent of the machine-
related reference system (x,y,z) can be selected as desired, and there is thus no need for the positions of various
reference points to be plotted on the ground.
[0020] As well as this, the control unit of the civil engineering machine and/or the field rover also has means for
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determining data defining a desired curve, the desired curve being the curve along which the reference point (R) on the
civil engineering machine is to move in the reference system (X, Y, Z) independent of the position and orientation of the
civil engineering machine. The means for determining data defining the desired curve are so designed that the data
defining the desired curve is determined on the basis of the preset geometrical shape of the structure to be produced
or the ground to which changes are to be made and on the basis of the position and orientation of the reference point
(R) on the civil engineering machine in the reference system (X, Y, Z) independent of the position and orientation of the
civil engineering machine.
[0021] The data which defines the desired curve may be the distance covered by the desired curve and/or its curvature.
This data is dependent on the shape of the object.
[0022] In a preferred embodiment, the means for controlling the drive unit are so designed that the drive unit is so
controlled, as a function of the position and orientation of the reference point in the reference system independent of
the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine, that the distance between the desired position of the civil
engineering machine, as defined by the desired curve, and its actual position, and/or the difference in direction between
the desired direction, as defined by the desired curve, and the actual direction, is minimal. The control algorithms required
for this purpose are well known to the person skilled in the art.
[0023] An embodiment of the invention which is a particular preference makes provision for use to be made of a
satellite-based global positioning system (GPS) to determine the position and/or orientation of the reference point on
the civil engineering machine. The reference system (X,Y,Z) independent of the position and orientation of the civil
engineering machine is thus the reference system of the satellite-based global positioning system, whose position and
direction relative to the machine-related reference system (x,y,z) constantly change as the civil engineering machine
moves over the ground. The civil engineering machine has a first and a second DGPS receiver for decoding the GPS
satellite signals from the satellite-based global positioning system and correcting signals from a reference station for
determining the position and/or orientation of the civil engineering machine, the first and second DGPS receivers being
arranged in different positions on the civil engineering machine.
[0024] However, rather than by means of a satellite-based global positioning system, the position and/or orientation
of the reference point may also be determined with a non-satellite measurement system. The only thing that is crucial
is for the control unit to receive data defining the position and orientation of the reference point in the reference system
(X,Y,Z) independent of the civil engineering machine.
[0025] In a further preferred embodiment, the control unit has an input unit having means (7B) for the input of parameters
which define the geometrical shape of the structure to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be made.
These parameters may for example be parameters which define the length of a straight line and/or the radius of an arc
of a circle. It is assumed in this case that the object can be broken down into straight lines and arcs. This can be done
for example in the case of a traffic island in the shape of a cigar. However, it is also possible for other geometrical figures
to be defined by the parameters.
[0026] In a further preferred embodiment, the control unit has an input unit having means for selecting one geometrical
shape from a plurality of preset geometrical shapes, the plurality of geometrical shapes being stored in a storage unit
which co-operates with the input unit. The advantage of this is that the data defining the geometrical shape does not
have to be created afresh and instead recourse may be had to data sets which have already been created. A choice
may for example be made between a circle and a cigar shape as an object.
[0027] A further embodiment which is a particular preference makes provision for means for modifying a preset geo-
metrical shape. The advantage that this has is that the shape of a cigar for example may be selected and the dimensions
of the cigar can then be adjusted to suit the actual requirements on the site.
[0028] In another embodiment the method step of presetting a geometrical shape is performed when the field rover
is located remotely from the civil engineering machine.
[0029] In another embodiment the method step of determining data defining the position and/or orientation of the
reference point is performed entirely separately from any action of the field rover.
[0030] In another embodiment the machine control unit includes the shape selection component, the machine position
data determination component, the curve data determination component and the drive control component.
[0031] In another embodiment the rover control unit also includes the shape selection component and the curve data
determination component.
[0032] In another embodiment both the machine control unit and the rover control unit include the shape selection
component.
[0033] In another embodiment only one of the machine control unit and the rover control unit include the shape selection
component.
[0034] In another embodiment both the machine control unit and the rover control unit include the curve data deter-
mination component.
[0035] In another embodiment only one of the machine control unit and the rover control unit include the curve data
determination component.
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[0036] In another embodiment the rover control unit has a storage unit which co-operates with the input unit and in
which the plurality of pre-defined geometrical shapes are stored.
[0037] In another embodiment a hand held field rover apparatus includes a control unit having a position data deter-
mination component, a shape fitting component and a shape storing component. The shape fitting component is con-
figured to define a defined shape corresponding to a series of surveyed positions, the shape fitting component being
configured such that a user may select for at least some of the surveyed positions whether the positions are part of a
straight line portion or part of a curved portion of the defined shape.
[0038] In another embodiment the shape fitting component may include a shape smoothing component configured
such that the user may selectively use position data in defining the defined shape. The shape smoothing component
may be configured such that the user may select for each surveyed position to use the position data only with regard to
the elevation position or the horizontal position of the defined shape. The shape smoothing component may be configured
such that the user may select for each surveyed position to not include the position data in defining the defined shape.
The determinations for use of position data may be made in response to queries posed by the shape fitting component.
[0039] In another embodiment a hand held field rover survey apparatus includes a control unit including a shape
selection component, a position data determination component and a curve data determination component.
[0040] In another embodiment a method of surveying using a hand held field rover is provided. The field rover includes
a support rod having a lower end for engaging a ground surface and a position sensor mounted on the support rod. The
field rover is used to determine a series of surveyed positions of a geometrical shape for a structure to be produced or
the ground to which changes are to be made. For at least some of the surveyed positions a selection is made whether
the positions are part of a straight line portion or part of a curved portion of the geometrical shape. A defined shape is
then defined corresponding to the series of surveyed positions.
[0041] Embodiments of the invention will be explained in detail in what follows by reference to the drawings.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0042] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a side view of an embodiment of slipform paver.
Fig. 2 is a side view of an embodiment of road milling machine.
Fig. 3 shows a machine co-ordinate system related to a civil engineering machine together with the civil engineering
machine, which is merely indicated.
Fig. 4 shows a measurement co-ordinate system (X,Y,Z) independent of the position and orientation of the civil
engineering machine together with the machine related co-ordinate system (x,y,z) and civil engineering machine
which are shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 shows the graph curves for curvature and direction for an object in the shape of a cigar.
Fig. 6 is a view of the geometrical shape defining a cigar-shaped object for controlling the civil engineering machine,
before it is transposed into the measurement co-ordinate system (X,Y,Z).
Fig. 7 is a view of the desired curve defining a cigar-shaped object for controlling the civil engineering machine,
after it has been transposed into the measurement co-ordinate system (X,Y,Z).
Fig. 8 shows the distance between the desired position of the civil engineering machine as defined by the desired
curve and its actual position.
Fig. 9 shows the difference in direction between the desired direction of the civil engineering machine as defined
by the desired curve and its actual direction.
Fig. 10 is a schematic illustration of a civil engineering machine system according to the invention including a GPS
field rover.
Fig. 11 is a schematic illustration similar to Fig. 7, showing how the location of the preset shape in the independent
reference system can be defined by the location of one point of the shape plus an orientation of the shape, or by
the location of two points of the shape.
Fig. 12 is a schematic flow chart representation of a shape fitting component of the field rover control unit.
Fig. 13 is a screen shot of a display screen of the field rover showing display of surveyed points and an input screen.
In Fig. 13 a first point has been surveyed.
Fig. 14 is another screen shot similar to Fig. 13, wherein a second point has been surveyed and a straight line
portion of a defined shape has been displayed.
Fig. 15 is another screen shot illustrating the addition of four more surveyed points defining a second straight line
portion and a curved portion.
Fig. 16 is another screen shot illustrating the addition of a seventh surveyed point defining a third straight line portion.
Fig. 17 is a schematic illustration similar to Fig. 10 showing an alternative embodiment wherein the field rover may
be mounted on the civil engineering machine for use as one of the receivers of the civil engineering machine.
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Fig. 18 is a schematic illustration similar to Fig. 17 showing another alternative embodiment wherein the rover control
unit of the field rover is used as the machine control unit of the civil engineering machine.

Detailed Description

[0043] Fig. 1 is a side view of, as an example of a self-propelled civil engineering machine, a slipform paver which is
described in detail in EP 1 103 659 B1 (U.S. 6,481,924). Because slipform pavers as such are part of the prior art, all
that will be described here are those components of the civil engineering machine which are material to the invention.
[0044] The slipform paver 1 has a chassis 2 which is carried by running gear 3. The running gear 3 has two front and
two rear track-laying running gear units 4A, 4B which are fastened to front and rear lifting pillars 5A, 5B. The direction
of working (direction of travel) of the slipform paver is identified by an arrow A.
[0045] The track-laying running gear units 4A, 4B and the lifting pillars 5A, 5B are parts of a drive unit of the slipform
paver which has drive means to allow the civil engineering machine to carry out movements in translation and/or rotation
on the ground. By raising and lowering the lifting pillars 5A, 5B, the chassis 2 of the machine can be moved relative to
the ground to adjust its height and inclination. The civil engineering machine can be moved backwards and forwards by
the track-laying running gear units 4A, 4B. The civil engineering machine thus has three degrees of freedom in translation
and three degrees of freedom in rotation.
[0046] The slipform paver 1 has an arrangement 6, which is only indicated, for moulding concrete which will be referred
to in what follows as a concrete mould. The concrete mould is part of a working unit which has working means for
producing a structure 10 of a preset shape on the ground.
[0047] Fig. 2 is a side view of, as a further example of a self-propelled civil engineering machine, a road milling machine.
Once again, the road milling machine 1 too has a chassis 2 which is carried by running gear 3. The running gear 3 has
two front and two rear track-laying running gear units 4A, 4B which are fastened to front and rear lifting pillars 5A, 5B.
The road milling machine has a working unit which has working means to make changes to the ground. This working
unit is a milling arrangement 6 which has a milling drum 6A fitted with milling tools.
[0048] Fig. 3 shows the self-propelled civil engineering machine in a machine-related Cartesian co-ordinate system
(x, y, z). The civil engineering machine may be a slipform paver, a road milling machine or any other civil engineering
machine which has an appropriate working unit. The present embodiment is a slipform paver 1 which has a concrete
mould 6. The slipform paver 1 and the concrete mould 6 are merely indicated. It has the chassis 2, having the track-
laying running gear units 4A, 4B, and the concrete mould 6.
[0049] The origin of the machine co-ordinate system is at a reference point R on the slipform paver 1, what is laid
down as the reference point R being that edge of the concrete mould 6 which is on the inside and at the rear in the
direction of travel. This edge corresponds to the outer boundary of the structure 10 to be produced. In the machine co-
ordinate system, the reference point R is determined as follows: 

[0050] The machine co-ordinate system is clearly defined by six degrees of freedom, with the lengths of travel dx, dy,
dz defining the movements in translation and the angles ω, ϕ, κ defining the three movements in rotation.
[0051] To simplify things, it will be assumed that the civil engineering machine is standing on flat ground and is not
inclined. The angles ω and κ in rotation are thus each equal to zero. The machine co-ordinate system and the civil
engineering machine are aligned to one another in such a way that the angle ϕ in rotation is equal to zero as well.
[0052] It will also be assumed that the bottom edge of the concrete mould 6 is resting on the ground. This lays it down
that the height zR of the reference point R is not to change as the civil engineering machine moves over the flat ground.
[0053] Fig. 4 shows the machine co-ordinate system together with a Cartesian reference system, independent of the
machine co-ordinate system (x, y, z), which will be referred to in what follows as the measurement co-ordinate system
(X, Y, Z). The measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z) may be selected at random. It remains in the same position
and orientation as the civil engineering machine moves.
[0054] To control the drive unit, the civil engineering machine has a control unit 7 which is merely indicated. The control
unit 7 controls the drive means of the drive unit in such a way that the civil engineering machine performs the requisite
movements in translation and/or rotation on the ground to enable it to produce the structure 10 or make changes to the
ground. The control unit 7 comprises all the components which are required to perform calculating operations and to
generate control signals for the drive means of the drive unit. It may form a self-contained unit or it may be part of the
central control system of the civil engineering machine.
[0055] To allow the drive unit to be controlled, the position and/or orientation of the reference point R of the civil
engineering machine in the machine co-ordinate system (x, y, z) is transposed into the measurement co-ordinate system
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(X, Y, Z) independent of the movements of the civil engineering machine.
[0056] In the present embodiment, the position and orientation of the reference point R are determined using a satellite-
based global positioning system (GPS), which is only indicated in Fig. 4. However, rather than a satellite-based positioning
system what may also be used is a non-satellite terrestrial measuring system (a total station). Because the requirements
for the accuracy with which position and orientation are determined are stringent ones, what is preferably used is that
satellite-based global positioning system which is known as the differential global positioning system (DGPS). The GPS-
based method of determining orientation is based in this case on the measurement of position by two DGPS receivers
which are arranged at different points S1, S2 on the civil engineering machine.
[0057] The two DPGS receivers S1 and S2 are merely indicated in Figs. 3 and 4. The case assumed is the more
general one where the DGPS receiver S1 and the DGPS receiver S2 are situated near the origin of the machine co-
ordinate system in which the reference point R is sited, the position and orientation of which reference point R are
determined in the measurement co-ordinate system.
[0058] The positions of the DGPS receivers S1 and S2 are determined in the machine co-ordinate system (x, y, z) by
the co-ordinates S1 = xs1, ys1, zs1 and S2 = xs2, ys2, zs2. In the measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z), the
positions of the DGPS receivers S1 and S2 are determined by S1 = XS1, YS1, ZS1 and S2 = XS2, YS2, ZS2.
[0059] By using the two DGPS receivers S1 and S2, the control unit 7 employs the GPS system to determine data
which defines the position of the DGPS receivers. From this data on position, the control unit 7 then calculates the
position and orientation of the reference point R on the civil engineering machine near to which the two DGPS receivers
are situated. For this purpose, the control unit 7 performs a transformation with the rotation matrix R to transform the
co-ordinates at the points S1 and S2 which were measured in the measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z) by the
DGPS receivers S1 and S2 to give the reference point R 

 

[0060] The result is that the control unit determines the measurement co-ordinates of the reference point R on the
concrete mould 6 of the slipform paver 1 in the measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z): 
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[0061] The control unit uses the following equation to calculate the angle Φ giving the direction of the civil engineering
machine from the co-ordinates (XS2, XS1; YS2, YS1) of the measured points S1 and S2: 

[0062] The control unit 7 controls the drive unit of the civil engineering machine in such a way that the civil engineering
machine moves along a preset desired curve, i.e. the reference point R on the civil engineering machine moves along
the desired curve.
[0063] In its general form, the desired curve can be defined as follows as a function of distance travelled and curvature: 

where 

[0064] The curvature K is defined by K = 1/R.
[0065] As an alternative to the system just described using two DGPS receivers, it is also to devise a control system
using a single DGPS receiver. Such a control system would lock the rear drive tracks 4B in a straight forward position.
The machine could then automatically follow a curve based on the data of just one DGPS sensor because there is a
fixed center of rotation at the locked tracks. In this case the orientation of the machine could be determined by observing
the position data of the one DGPS sensor, the alignment of the steerable front tracks 4A and the distance driven.
[0066] In the present embodiment, the slipform paver is to produce a traffic island in the shape of a "cigar". The
geometrical shape of the cigar is defined by a curve which comprises two parallel distances travelled and two arcs of a
circle. What will be described in what follows will be only that part of the curve which comprises the initial straight line
and the first semi-circular arc.
[0067] In the embodiment of the cigar, the curvature on the initial straight line is equal to zero. When the reference
point R on the civil engineering machine moves along the first arc of a circle, the curvature is constant. Once the civil
engineering machine has ceased to move along the arc, the curvature once again becomes zero.
[0068] Fig. 5 shows the graph plot 9 for curvature and the graph plot 8 for direction for the slipform paver when
producing a cigar whose geometrical shape is defined by a straight line of a length of 2 m and by a semi-circular arc
whose radius is 2 m. The length and radius constitute in this case two parameters by which the geometrical shape of
the cigar is preset. It will be clear that the graph plot for direction changes as the civil engineering machine enters the arc.
[0069] The operator of the civil engineering machine first presets a given geometrical shape such as the shape of a
cigar for example. The operator is free as to the geometrical shape he presets. Fig. 6 shows the geometrical shape
which is defined by a straight line "a" and a semi-circular arc "b". Simply to make things clear, the geometrical shape of
the cigar has been shown in a grid which relates to the machine co-ordinate system (x,y,z). The measurement co-
ordinate system (X, Y, Z) has therefore been indicated in Fig. 6 only to show the relationship between the machine and
measurement co-ordinate systems.
[0070] The control system according to the invention relies on a starting point at which the production of the structure
10, such as a cigar for example, begins first being freely selected for the slipform paver on the ground. This starting
point corresponds to the origin of the machine co-ordinate system, i.e. the reference point R (Fig. 6). The starting point
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may for example be situated next to a fixed point which is preset on the ground, such as a water inlet for example. The
starting point defines the place at which the structure 10, such as the cigar for example, is to be produced. The orientation
of the civil engineering machine is preset freely at the starting point, thus laying down the direction in which the structure
10, such as the cigar for example, is to extend.
[0071] The civil engineering machine is now driven to the selected starting point and is aligned in the preset orientation.
This process is not automated. The automated control of the civil engineering machine then takes place.
[0072] The civil engineering machine having been positioned and aligned, the control unit 7 determines for the starting
point the data which defines the position and orientation of the reference point R in the measurement co-ordinate system
(X, Y, Z). This data which defines the position and orientation of the reference point R may be referred to as position
data. For the subsequent control, the preset geometrical shape, such as the cigar for example, then has to be transposed
to the measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z). On the basis of the preset geometrical shape of the structure to be
produced or of the ground to which changes are to be made and on the basis of the position and orientation of the
reference point R on the civil engineering machine in the measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z) which is independent
of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine, the control unit 7 determines data which defines a desired
curve, the desired curve being that curve along which the reference point R on the civil engineering machine is to move
in the measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z). The data defining the desired curve may be referred to as curve data.
[0073] Figs. 6 and 7 show the transfer of the freely preset geometrical shape (Fig. 6) to the measurement co-ordinate
system (X,Y,Z) (Fig. 7), to allow the desired curve which defines the desired positions of the reference point in the
measurement co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z) to be laid down.
[0074] The position and orientation of the reference point R on the civil engineering machine at the starting point having
been determined and the desired curve having been laid down, the control unit 7 puts the civil engineering machine into
operation. The control unit now determines, continuously or at discrete increments of time, the actual position (Xr, Yr)
and actual direction (Φ) of the reference point R on the civil engineering machine in the measurement co-ordinate system
(X, Y, Z). In so doing the control unit each time calculates the distance D between the desired position P and the actual
position (Xr, Yr) and the difference in direction ΔΦ between the desired direction α and the actual direction Φ.
[0075] Using a preset control algorithm, a drive control component of the control unit 7 calculates from the distance
D and the difference in direction ΔΦ the value at the time of the manipulated variable for the drive means of the drive
unit in such a way that the distance D and the difference in direction ΔΦ are minimal, i.e. in such a way that the reference
point on the civil engineering machine moves along the desired curve. Control algorithms of this kind are well known to
the person skilled in the art.
[0076] Fig. 8 shows the distance D between the desired position of a point on the desired curve and the actual position
(Xr, Yr) of the reference point R, while Fig. 9 shows the difference in direction ΔΦ between the desired direction α and
the actual direction Φ at a point on the desired curve. The correction to the steering is found as a function of the distance
D and the difference in direction ΔΦ (correction to steering = f (D, ΔΦ).
[0077] For the presetting of the geometrical shape, i.e. for the presetting of a given object, the control unit has an input
unit 7A which is once again merely indicated. The input unit 7A may also be referred to as a shape selection component
7A. In one embodiment, the input unit 7A has means 7B in the form of, for example, a keyboard or a touch screen. From
the keyboard or touch screen 7B, the operator of the machine can enter various parameters which define the geometrical
shape. The operator may for example enter the length of the straight line and the radius of the arc for a cigar. The input
unit 7A may also have means 7B, such for example as a keyboard or touch screen once again, to enable one geometrical
shape which defines the desired object to be selected from a plurality of geometrical shapes which are stored in a
memory unit 7C of the control unit. As well as for the input of parameters and/or the selection of geometrical shapes, a
further embodiment of the control unit 7 also makes provision for the modification of a geometrical shape which has
been entered or selected. For example, a cigar whose straight lines are of a preset length and whose arcs are of a preset
radius may be selected and then, by entering new parameters for the length of the straight lines and/or the radius of the
arcs from the keyboard or touch screen 7B, the cigar which was selected may be adjusted to suit the particular require-
ments which exist at the site, the cigar being made smaller or larger for example and in particular its width or length
being changed.
[0078] As well as this, the input unit 7A also has means 7D, in the form of a switch or push-button 7D for example, by
which the civil engineering machine can be put into operation on the ground after the positioning and alignment. A switch
or push-button 7D may also be provided on the input unit 7A to enable the civil engineering machine to be stopped
before it has moved for the entire length of the desired curve. The civil engineering machine having been stopped, new
parameters may, for example, then be entered from the keyboard or touch screen 7B to change the path followed by
the curve and for example to change the height of the object being produced.

Techniques According to The Invention

[0079] The system described above provides a great deal of flexibility in creating and using preset geometrical shapes
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to be applied to selected actual ground locations.
[0080] More generally, the control unit described above can be described as including:

a shape selection component operable to preset a geometrical shape for the structure to be produced or for the
ground to which changes are made;
a position data determination component operable to determine position data to define the position and/or orientation
of a reference point on the civil engineering machine in relation to a reference system which is independent of the
position and orientation of the civil engineering machine;
a curve data determination component operable to determine curve data to define a desired curve based on the
preset geometrical shape of the structure to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be made and based
on a desired position and orientation of the preset geometrical shape in the reference system independent of the
position and orientation of the civil engineering machine, the desired curve being that curve along which the reference
point on the civil engineering machine is to move in the reference system independent of the position and orientation
of the civil engineering machine; and
a drive control component operable to control the drive unit, as a function of the curve data defining the desired
curve, in such a way that the reference point on the civil engineering machine moves along the desired curve.

[0081] One way to determine the desired position and orientation of the preset geometrical shape in the reference
system independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine is the method described in detail
above wherein the shape is first defined in the machine-related coordinate system (x,y,z) and is then transformed into
the reference system independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine. In that case, the
desired position and orientation of the preset geometrical shape is the position in which the starting point and orientation
corresponds to the current location of the reference point R on the civil engineering machine 1 and the current orientation
of the civil engineering machine in the independent reference system (X,Y,Z). In that case, the machine is already located
at a known point and in a known orientation on the desired curve, and the drive control component 7D may be activated
to move the machine along the desired curve.
[0082] It will be appreciated that identifying the current position and orientation of the reference point R on the civil
engineering machine 1 as a known point and orientation on the desired curve is only one way to determine the curve
data defining the desired curve. The curve data for the desired curve can be determined by any technique that will define
the location and orientation of the preset shape in the reference system independent of the position and orientation of
the civil engineering machine.
[0083] In general, once the preset shape has been selected, it is necessary to either identify the location within the
independent reference system (X,Y,Z) of at least two identifiable points of the preset shape, or to identify the location
within the independent reference system of one identifiable point of the preset shape and identify the orientation of the
preset shape within the independent reference system. For example in Fig. 11 a cigar shape is shown defined by two
straight line portions and two semi-circular portions of radius "r" having centers M1 and M2. It will be appreciated in
viewing Fig. 11 that the location and orientation of the cigar shape curve there shown can be defined by identifying the
location in the independent reference system of any two identifiable points on the curve, or by identifying the location of
one point plus the orientation of the shape. That orientation may be described by the direction along the shape at the
identified point. If the point is on a curved portion of the shape, the direction is preferably defined as the tangent of the curve.
[0084] For example, with reference to Fig. 11, the system described above can determine the curve data of the desired
curve by the operator inputting information defining the location of a selected point S100’ on the preset shape within the
independent reference system, and information defining the selected orientation of the preset shape within the inde-
pendent reference system such as the angle 109 shown in Fig. 11. Then using that input information the data defining
the preset shape can be transformed into data defining the desired curve in the independent reference system in the
same way as described above for use of the current position and orientation of the reference point R of the civil engineering
machine 1 as the input data. This input data may for example be determined on the job site by identifying the desired
location of a point on the desired curve within the independent reference system (X,Y,Z). This may be accomplished by
surveying the location of a desired starting point for the preset shape within the independent reference system, for
example the point S100’. According to the invention, the surveying is accomplished via a hand held field rover as further
described below. The desired orientation of the preset shape within the independent reference system may also be
similarly determined on the job site.
[0085] Also, if the desired location in the independent reference system of two points of the preset shape can be
identified, that information can then be used to transform the preset shape into curve data defining the desired curve in
the independent reference system. In the example of Fig. 11 the two points could be the beginning and ending points
S100’ and S100" of one of the straight sections of the cigar shape as shown in Fig. 11. The desired location of those
two points may be identified in the independent reference system, for example by using the field rover. The information
identifying those two points within the independent reference system can then be used as the reference points to transform
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the data defining the preset shape into curve data defining the desired curve within the independent reference system.
[0086] In a situation like either of the alternative examples just described, wherein the reference point of the civil
engineering machine is not already located at a known location on the desired curve, it is necessary to move the civil
engineering machine to the desired starting point and to orient the civil engineering machine in the desired orientation
before beginning the paving or milling or other construction operation of the civil engineering machine. This movement
of the civil engineering machine to the desired starting point and orientation can also be automated. The control unit 7
can control the movement of the civil engineering machine from any initial location to any desired point and orientation
on the desired curve in the same manner as described above with regard to Figs. 8 and 9. In practice, the machine
operator will typically drive the machine to a location near to the desired curve, and then allow the automated control
unit 7 to take over and move the machine precisely into a starting position on the desired curve.

Use Of A Field Rover According To the Invention

[0087] To conveniently gather and input the information defining the desired locations in the independent reference
system of corresponding points on the preset shape, a hand held field rover is used to survey the desired location of
those points.
[0088] It is particularly desirable to use a GPS field rover including a control unit which substantially duplicates the
shape selection component, the position data determination component and the curve data determination component
of the control unit of the civil engineering machine. This allows the GPS field rover to be used to generate the curve data
defining the desired curve in advance of moving the civil engineering machine to the field location. Then the curve data
can simply be transferred into the control unit of the civil engineering machine and used to control the operation of the
civil engineering machine.
[0089] A schematic representation of a civil engineering machine system 101 including a field rover 100 is shown in
Fig. 10. The rover 100 includes a rod 102. A lower end 104 of the rod is placed on a location on the ground surface for
which the GPS coordinates are to be determined. A GPS receiver S100 is located at the upper end of the rod 102 and
may be connected to a rover control unit 107 via electrical connection 105. Optionally, the rover control unit may be
embodied as a separate hand held control unit 107’ connected via wireless connection 105’ to the receiver S100 as
indicated in Fig. 10. The rover control unit 107 may substantially duplicate the shape selection component, the position
data determination component, and the curve data determination component of the control unit of the civil engineering
machine. The rover control unit 107 includes a rover position data determination component 107E which receives the
signals from the GPS receiver S100 to determine position data to define the position of the field rover 100 in relation to
the independent reference system (X,Y,Z). The field rover 100 may also include a radio 103 for communicating with a
GPS base station, and a battery 106 to provide power.
[0090] The rover 100 may also be constructed for use with any of the other location technologies described above.
For example the GPS receiver S100 may be replaced with a prism for use with a total station. Or other satellite based
location technologies may be used.
[0091] Thus for the pre-setting of the geometrical shape, i.e. for the pre-setting of a given object, the rover control unit
107 has a rover input unit 107A. The rover input unit 107A may also be referred to as a shape selection component
107A. In one embodiment, the rover input unit 107A has means 107B in the form of, for example, a keyboard or a touch
screen. From the keyboard or touch screen 107B, the operator of the rover can enter various parameters which define
the geometrical shape. The operator may for example enter the length of the straight line and the radius of the arc for
a cigar. The rover input unit 107A may also have means 107B, such for example as a keyboard or touch screen once
again, to enable one geometrical shape which defines the desired object to be selected from a plurality of geometrical
shapes which are stored in a rover memory unit 107C of the rover control unit. As well as for the input of parameters
and/or the selection of geometrical shapes, a further embodiment of the rover control unit 107 also makes provision for
the modification of a geometrical shape which has been entered or selected. For example, a cigar whose straight lines
are of a preset length and whose arcs are of a preset radius may be selected and then, by entering new parameters for
the length of the straight lines and/or the radius of the arcs from the rover keyboard or touch screen 107B, the cigar
which was selected may be adjusted to suit the particular requirements which exist at the site, the cigar being made
smaller or larger for example and in particular its width or length being changed.
[0092] The rover control unit 107 has the same capabilities as described above for the machine control unit 7, with
regard to the determination of curve data to be used by the machine control unit 7. Thus the rover control unit 107 can
take a preset shape and then use information representing the desired location in the independent reference system of
at least two identifiable points of the shape or of one point and the orientation of the shape, to create curve data completely
identifying the location of the shape in the independent reference system. This portion of the rover control unit 107
comprises a rover curve data determination component.
[0093] The rover control unit 107 has an input/output port 108 which allows curve data determined via the rover control
unit 107 to be downloaded to a digital media such as a memory stick which can then be used to transfer the curve data
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to the control unit 7 of the civil engineering machine. Furthermore, additional predefined geometrical shapes and/or pre-
processed GPS data can be loaded into the rover memory unit 107C. The data may also be transferred by wireless
means or any other suitable technology.
[0094] The addition to the civil engineering machine system 101 of the separate field rover 100 having the rover control
unit 107 duplicating many of the capabilities of the shape selection component, the position data determination compo-
nent, and the curve data determination component, greatly increases the flexibility of the system. This allows selected
steps to be performed in the machine control unit 7 or in the rover control unit 107, whichever is most convenient.
[0095] In one embodiment, as described above with regard to Figs. 1-9, the machine control unit 7 can be utilized to
perform all the functions. In that case the position and orientation of the machine are used to define the position and
orientation of the preset shape in the independent reference system (X,Y,Z).
[0096] In another embodiment, the field rover 100 can be utilized to gather only partial data for the desired curve
location. For example the field rover could be used to survey the location of a starting point S100’, which location could
then be used by the machine control unit 7 to determine curve data in the independent reference system. The machine
could then be driven to the surveyed starting point.
[0097] In another embodiment the field rover 100 can be utilized to completely determine the curve data in the inde-
pendent reference system, and that curve data can be transferred to the machine control unit.
[0098] The combined system of the civil engineering machine with its machine control unit 7 and the field rover 100
with its rover control unit 107 provides the ability to deal with any situation which may be encountered in the field.
[0099] For example, at a large sophisticated job site, the entire site may have been surveyed and designed in a state
plane coordinate system, and the surveyor may have provided pre-processed GPS coordinate files defining all of the
structures to be paved on the job site. If those pre-processed files are accurate, they may be loaded into the machine
control unit 7 and executed without modification. If the pre-processed GPS coordinate file is unusable because of error
or because of the presence of some unexpected obstacle on the ground, the machine operator can edit the file in the
machine control unit 7 or in the rover control unit 107 to make it usable. Furthermore, the pre-processed file can be used
simply as a shape file, and a new GPS coordinate file may be generated by the machine control unit 7 or by the rover
control unit 107 to move that shape to any desired location and orientation within the independent reference system.
[0100] In another example, the designer of the job site may have pre-surveyed the site and placed pins or stakes in
the ground identifying the locations of a series of surveyed points along the ground surface, which points identify the
desired curve on the ground surface. In the prior art such pre-surveyed points are utilized to build a stringline to guide
the civil engineering machine. With the present system, the field rover 100 may be utilized to create a virtual stringline
by using the rover to identify the locations of those pre-surveyed points, and then to define the desired curve within the
independent reference system. The curve data defining that virtual stringline may then be transferred into the machine
control unit 7.
[0101] In another example the job site designer may have only provided a paper plan specifying the desired locations
of various structures on the jobsite. There may be no pre-processed GPS files and no pre-surveyed ground locations.
In that situation either the machine control unit 7 or the rover control unit 107, or a combination of both, may be utilized
to determine the curve data defining the desired curve in the independent reference system.
[0102] In still another example, there may not even be a paper plan. There may just be a job site, and structures may
be designed on site by selecting or creating a preset shape, and then determining the curve data to define the desired
curve for that shape within the independent reference system. That can be done with either the machine control unit 7
or the rover control unit 107, or a combination of both, in any of the manners described above.
[0103] In general the machine control unit 7 and the rover control unit 107 together should collectively provide the
various control unit components described above. The machine control unit 7 and the rover control unit 107 may com-
pletely duplicate all functions to provide redundant capability. Or selected control unit components may be provided by
either one or both of the control units.
[0104] The minimum capability that should be present in the rover control unit 107 is to provide the rover position data
determination component. The rover control unit 107 may also provide the shape selection component and/or the curve
data determination component.

Use of Field Rover to Design Shapes

[0105] The rover 100 can also be utilized to easily create new complex shapes. The rover can survey a series of points
on a ground surface identifying the shape which is to be created. The rover control unit 107 can then define a shape
based upon the series of points. That shape can then be saved in the memory 107C for subsequent use, and it can also
be transferred to the machine control unit 7.
[0106] In order to create these new complex shapes, the rover control unit 107 may include a shape fitting component
110 embodied in software which may be stored in the memory 107C. The functionality of the shape fitting component
110 is schematically illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 12. Various representative screen shots illustrating embodiments
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of the touch screen 107B corresponding to various features of the shape fitting component 110 are illustrated in Figs.
13-16.
[0107] The shape fitting component 110 may be generally described as a shape fitting component configured to define
a defined shape corresponding to a series of surveyed positions. As is further explained below, the shape fitting component
110 is preferably configured such that a user may select for at least some of the surveyed positions whether the positions
are part of a straight line portion of part of a curved portion of the defined shape. After definition of the defined shape,
the defined shape may be stored in memory 107C. The shape fitting component 110 may include a shape smoothing
component 112 configured such that the user may selectively use position data in defining the defined shape. The shape
smoothing component is configured such that the user may select for each surveyed position, or at least some of the
surveyed positions, to not include the position data in defining the defined shape or to use the position data for the
surveyed position only with regard to either elevation position or horizontal position of the defined shape.
[0108] An example of the manner of use of the shape fitting component 110 in association with the display and input
functions of the touch screen 107B as illustrated in Figs. 13-16 will now be described.
[0109] Starting for example with a straight line curb with uniform slope, if the user knows where the curb is to be located
in the field, the field rover 100 may be placed on the ground at the starting point of the curb.
[0110] Fig. 13 illustrates the display of the touch screen 107B having on the left hand side a display 114 of the surveyed
points and subsequently of the shape defined by those points, and having on the right hand side 116 an input screen.
In Fig. 13 the first surveyed point is indicated by the numeral 1. After measuring the first point 1, the user is prompted
to decide whether the point is part of a straight line portion or a curved portion of the defined shape. This query is
answered by the selective use of an enter button 118, a start arc 120 and an end arc button 122. If the point surveyed
lies on a straight line the query is answered simply by touching the enter button 118. If the point is to lie on a curve then
either the start arc button 120 or end arc button 122 is pressed. It is noted that a curved portion of the defined shape
may be an actual arc of a circle, but more generally a curved portion is a portion that is not substantially straight and the
curved portion does not have to be an arc of a circle.
[0111] Additionally, the right hand side 116 of input screen 107B illustrates a prompt for a vertical offset. For example,
if the user is surveying the base of a subgrade, and the user knows that the top of the pavement is for example 0.25
meters higher than the subgrade, then the user can enter a vertical offset "VOff" of 0.25 as shown, representing the top
of the pavement.
[0112] In the flow chart of Fig. 12, the surveying of a position such as position 1 is indicated at block 120, the addition
of vertical offset is illustrated in the block 122, and the response to the query as to whether the point is part of a straight
portion or a curved portion of the shape is indicated at block 124.
[0113] The shape fitting component may also query as indicated at block 126, whether the user wishes to enter a
cross slope value associated with each measured point, in order to generate an additional file which will automatically
control the cross slope of the civil engineering machine.
[0114] In this most simple example of defining a straight line portion of the defined shape, an end point 2 of the straight
line portion may be surveyed as illustrated in Fig. 14, and a straight line portion 128 of a defined shape may be defined
joining the beginning and ending points 1 and 2 of the straight line portion.
[0115] It is noted that in general the defined shape being defined is a three dimensional shape, wherein each surveyed
or determined position has both a horizontal position in two dimensions as illustrated from the left hand side of Figs. 13
and 14, and a vertical or elevation position.
[0116] Thus, even when defining a straight line portion such as 128, additional positions may be surveyed between
the beginning and ending points 1 and 2, which additional positions may for example be utilized simply to provide
elevation position data for the straight line portion 128. In general, as indicated at block 130 in Fig. 12 the user may
select whether or not to use the data for any surveyed position, and as further indicated in block 132 the user may select
whether to use data from a given surveyed position only for purposes of defining elevation position of the shape or only
for purposes of defining horizontal position of the shape, or both.
[0117] As each surveyed position is added to the group of surveyed positions from which the defined shape is to be
defined, the algorithms contained in the software defining the shape fitting component 110 will define or redefine the
defined shape based on the available data as indicated at block 134.
[0118] At any time during the gathering of survey data defining the various surveyed positions, the shape fitting
component may be prompted to display the defined shape as shown for example in Fig. 14. As indicated at block 136
the display may show the deviation 138 (see Fig. 14) of any given surveyed point X from the defined line. As indicated
at block 140 the user may choose to delete a point, or to resurvey the position of a selected point. If the user chooses
to resurvey a position then the position data for that point will be substituted for the original position data and then as
indicated at block 142 the shape fitting component 110 will redefine the defined shape 142 based upon the modified data.
[0119] As long as additional data for additional surveyed positions is to be added, the process repeats by returning to
block 120 and surveying those additional positions.
[0120] As previously noted, the defined shape may include curved portions. Those curved portions may be adjacent
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to and extend from adjacent straight portions, as for example previously shown in Fig. 11. Also, a curved portion or an
additional straight portion may be spaced from the first straight portion 128 of the defined shape.
[0121] As shown for example in Fig. 15, additional points 3, 4, 5 and 6 have been surveyed. In the example of Fig.
14, an additional straight line segment is defined between points 3 and 4. There is a gap or spacing between points 2
and 3. A curved portion is defined by points 4, 5 and 6.
[0122] In general there are several options for how to create a curved portion utilizing the shape fitting component.
The choice will depend on the amount of data which is available to the user, and the type of curve to be defined, though
several options include:

1. If the curve is an arc, and if Start point (=PC) and End point (PT) and the design radius are known and given to
the user, that is sufficient to define the arc.

2. If the curve is an arc, and if Start point and End point and a third point which lays on the arc are given to the user,
that is sufficient to define the arc.

3. If the curve is an arc, and if Start point and End point are not precisely defined, but a third point which lays on the
arc is given to the user, that is sufficient to define the arc.

4. If the curve is a more complex shape that is not an arc, and if Start point and End point are not precisely defined
and there are more than 2 points on the curve (e.g. a spiral curve with undefined radius), then an algorithm is used
to define a curve corresponding to the data points.

5. A complex curve may also be represented as a series of many relatively short straight lines.

[0123] Regardless of which option is used, the user starts a curve by tapping on the "Start Arc" button 120 and takes
the measurements for the various surveyed positions based on whatever information is available. The algorithms utilized
by the shape fitting component 110 will always create a smooth shape which is tangential to the element measured
before the curve starts and tangential to the element after the curve ends. Any suitable mathematical method may be
utilized to define a defined curve corresponding to the series of data points. One suitable mathematical method is a
Bezier curve, which is an elegant method of approximating lines between a flexible number of data points defining the
curve. The calculated curve is very suitable for designing roadways and railways as it results in a smooth and homogenous
line.
[0124] It is noted that in an actual field situation, the user may not know for certain whether a given portion of the
structure being surveyed is best represented as a straight line portion or as a curved portion. In such a case it is better
to define that portion of the structure as a curve and to provide at least four surveyed points. Also, if the user is not
certain where the start and end point of a curved portion resides, it is better to start the curve early and finish it later in
order to generate a smooth transition between the straight and curved elements of the defined shape.
[0125] If the curve changes direction, this is accomplished simply by starting a new curve at the point of inflection.
[0126] The curved portion is ended when the entire curve transitions into a straight line. At the end of the curved
portion, the user presses the "End Arc" button 122 and the algorithm will automatically calculate the defined curved
portion such as 144 seen in Fig. 15.
[0127] Fig. 16 illustrates a further continuation of the process where an additional point 7 has been surveyed to define
an additional straight line portion 146 between points 6 and 7. Thus, for example the structures indicated in Fig. 16 might
indicate the locations of curbing in a parking lot with a gap between points 2 and 3 for an entrance into the parking lot.
[0128] As indicated at block 148 of Fig. 12, the shape fitting component 110 further provides for the editing of the
vertical profile of the defined shape. For example, the user may be provided with construction plans for the project which
define the desired slope between various points on the defined shape. Thus, any field measurements taken may be
modified to conform them as desired to define a defined shape having the desired vertical profile.
[0129] Once the defined shape has been fully defined, as indicated at block 150 a shape storing component 150 of
the control unit 107 stores in the memory 107C the data defining the defined shape. That defined shape is preferably
defined as a series of one or more straight line portions and/or one or more curved portions. Each straight line portion
may be defined by a direction and a length. If the curved portion is an arc, it may be defined by a radius of curvature
and a length. If the curved portion is a complex curve it may be defined in more complex format, such as by a Bezier
curve or by other suitable curve fitting technique, or it may be defined as a series of many short straight line segments.
Such data may for example be similar in format to the data shown in the following Table I defining the shapes shown in
Fig. 16. The data of Table I is provided as an example only, and is not intended to be in any way limiting of the scope
of the claims.

Table I

SEGMENT Type of Element Ending Station Northing Easting Line/Arc Length Tangent Out

128 Line 4.696 5849.596 3322.980 4.696 73.1432 NE
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[0130] After the defined shape is defined and stored in memory, it may be saved in either of two formats. First, the
data gathered by the rover using GPS co-ordinates may be saved in the GPS co-ordinates representing the shape in
the reference system independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine. In this first instance,
the file may simply be loaded into controller 7 of the civil engineering machine and used without further transformation.
Second, the data may be saved in a format like that of the Table above, defining the shape as a series of straight and
curved lines with lengths and directions. In this second instance, the shape file may be utilized like any other pre-stored
shape and may be selected and used. The selected shape defined as a series of distances and directions in the reference
system of a civil engineering machine may be transformed into curve data representative of the location and orientation
of the selected shape in the reference system independent of the civil engineering machine.
[0131] Alternatively instead of transferring the data from the rover control unit 107 to the machine control unit 7, the
civil engineering machine may be provided with an interface or docking station 160 which allows the rover control unit
107 to be connected to the civil engineering machine. When the rover 100 is docked with the civil engineering machine
the rover can perform various functions on the civil engineering machine, including serving as one of the position sensors
of the civil engineering machine and/or serving as at least a part of the control unit of the civil engineering machine.
[0132] For example, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 17, the rover 100 may be constructed to be mounted on the
chassis 2 of the civil engineering machine by engaging the rover 100 with the docking station 160, so that the receiver
S100 of the rover 100 takes the place of the receiver S2 of the civil engineering machine. In this embodiment, when it
is desired to survey various positions on the ground located remotely from the civil engineering machine, the rover 100
may be undocked and used to survey those ground locations as indicated. Then the rover may be again docked with
the civil engineering machine and serve in the role of one of the receivers of the civil engineering machine. When docked
in the docking station 160 the rover control unit 107 may be communicated with the machine control unit. 7
[0133] Further, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 18, when the rover 100 is docked with the civil engineering machine
the rover control unit 107 may be used as the machine control unit for the civil engineering machine, and the separate
machine control unit 7 may be eliminated.
[0134] Thus it is seen that the apparatus and methods of the present invention readily achieve the ends and advantages
mentioned, as well as those inherent therein. While certain preferred embodiments of the invention have been illustrated
and described in the present disclosure, numerous changes in the arrangement and construction of parts and steps
may be made by those skilled in the art, which changes are encompassed within the scope and spirit of the present
invention which is defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of controlling a self-propelled civil engineering machine, the civil engineering machine including a reference
point (R), the method comprising:

(a) presetting of a geometrical shape for a structure to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be
made;
(b) determining with a hand held field rover (100) a position of at least one identifiable point of the preset
geometrical shape in a reference system which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil engi-
neering machine;
(c) determining curve data defining a desired curve, on the basis of the preset geometrical shape for the structure
to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be made and on the basis of the position of the at least
one identifiable point of the preset geometrical shape in the reference system which is independent of the
position and orientation of the civil engineering machine, the desired curve being that curve along which the
reference point (R) on the civil engineering machine is to move in the reference system independent of the
position and orientation of the civil engineering machine;
(d) determining data which defines a position and/or orientation of the reference point (R) on the civil engineering
machine in relation to the reference system which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil

(continued)

SEGMENT Type of Element Ending Station Northing Easting Line/Arc Length Tangent Out

143 Line 1.487 5851.695 3320.968 1.487 30.3803 NW

144 Curve 3.987 5852.631 3318.822 2.500 77.4446 SW

146 Line 5.987 5852.206 3316.868 2.00 77.4446 SW
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engineering machine; and
(e) controlling the civil engineering machine with a machine control unit (7), as a function of the curve data
defining the desired curve, in such a way that that the reference point (R) on the civil engineering machine
moves along the desired curve;

wherein

during step (b) the hand held field rover (100) is separate from the civil engineering machine, and after step (b),
data representing the position of the at least one identifiable point of the preset geometrical shape are transferred
from the hand held field (100) rover to the machine control unit (7).

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

step (a) and/or step (c) is performed with the machine control unit (7) of the civil engineering machine or with
a rover control unit (107) of the hand held field rover (100).

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein step (a) comprises the input into the control unit (7, 107) of parameters
defining the geometrical shape or the selection with the control unit of one geometrical shape from a plurality of
geometrical shapes.

4. The method of claim 2 or 3, wherein step (a) and/or step (c) is performed when the hand held field rover (100) is
mounted on the civil engineering machine.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

step (c) is performed when the hand held field rover (100) is located remotely from the civil engineering machine;
and
the method further comprises transferring the curve data from the rover control unit (107) to the machine control
unit.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

mounting the field rover on the civil engineering machine, and using the mounted field rover at least in part to
perform step (d) and/or mounting the field rover on the civil engineering machine, and using a rover control unit
of the field rover as the machine control unit of step (e).

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

in step (d), an initial position of the reference point (R) on the civil engineering machine in relation to the reference
system which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine is not on the desired
curve; and
further including, prior to step (e), controlling of the civil engineering machine with the machine control unit (7)
in such a way that the reference point (R) on the civil engineering machine moves to a point on the desired curve.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

in step (a), the geometrical shape is initially defined by initial shape data in a machine-related coordinate system
defined relative to the civil engineering machine; and
in step (c) the curve data is determined in the reference system which is independent of the position and
orientation of the civil engineering machine by transforming the initial shape data.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein:

steps (a), (b) and (c) are performed simultaneously by using the hand held field rover (100) to determine a
series of surveyed positions in the reference system which is independent of the position and orientation of the
civil engineering machine, to select for at least some of the surveyed positions whether the positions are part
of a straight line portion or part of a curved portion of the desired curve, and to define the desired curve corre-
sponding to the series of surveyed positions.
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10. A self-propelled civil engineering machine system, comprising:

a civil engineering machine (1) including a machine chassis (2);
a working unit (6) arranged on the chassis and operable to produce a structure on the ground or to make changes
to the ground;
a drive unit (4A, 4B; 5A, 5B) operable to perform movements of the civil engineering machine in translation
and/or rotation on the ground;
a machine control unit (7) operable to control movements of the civil engineering machine in translation and/or
rotation on the ground; and
a hand held field rover (100) mounted on the civil engineering machine (1), the hand held field rover (100) being
removable from the civil engineering machine so that the field rover may be used separately from the civil
engineering machine, the field rover including a rover control unit (107), the rover control unit (107) including a
rover position data determination component operable to determine position data to define the position of the
field rover in relation to a reference system which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil
engineering machine;
wherein each of the following components is included in at least one of the machine control unit (7) and the
rover control unit (107):

a shape selection component operable to preset a geometrical shape for the structure to be produced or
for the ground to which changes are to be made;
a machine position data determination component operable to determine position data to define the position
and/or orientation of a reference point on the civil engineering machine in relation to the reference system
which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine;
a curve data determination component operable to determine curve data to define a desired curve based
on the preset geometrical shape of the structure to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be
made and based on a desired position and orientation of the preset geometrical shape in the reference
system independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine, the desired curve being
that curve along which the reference point on the civil engineering machine is to move in the reference
system independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine; and
a drive control component operable to control the drive unit, as a function of the curve data defining the
desired curve, in such a way that the reference point on the civil engineering machine moves along the
desired curve.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein:

the civil engineering machine (1) includes a docking station (160) for receiving the rover (100) and interfacing
the rover control unit (107) with the machine control unit (7); and
when docked with the civil engineering machine, the rover position data determination component comprises
at least a part of the machine position data determination component.

12. The civil engineering machine system according to claim 10 or 11, wherein:

the rover position data determination component includes a receiver (S100) for decoding GPS satellite signals,
in particular a DGPS or DGNSS receiver for decoding DGPS or DGNNS satellite signals, from a satellite-based
global positioning system and correcting signals from a reference station for determining the position of the field
rover, or the rover position data determination component includes a receiver belonging to a non-satellite meas-
uring system for determining the position of the field rover.

13. The civil engineering machine system according to one of claims 10 to 12, wherein:

the shape selection component includes an input unit (108) operable for the input of parameters to define the
geometrical shape of the structure to be produced or the ground to which changes are to be made, or the shape
selection component includes an input unit (108) operable to select one geometrical shape from a plurality of
pre-defined geometrical shapes.

14. The civil engineering machine system according to claim 13, wherein the input unit (108) is operable to modify a
pre-determined geometrical shape.
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15. The civil engineering machine system according to to one of claims 10 to 14, wherein:

the drive control component is configured to control the drive unit (4A, 4B; 5A, 5B) to steer the reference point
on the civil engineering machine (1) to a point on the desired curve when the reference point is not initially
located on the desired curve.

16. A self-propelled civil engineering machine system, comprising:

a civil engineering machine (1) including a machine chassis (2);
a working unit (6) arranged on the chassis and operable to produce a structure on the ground or to make changes
to the ground;
a drive unit (4A, 4B; 5A, 5B) operable to perform movements of the civil engineering machine in translation
and/or rotation on the ground; and
a machine control unit (7; 107) operable to control movements of the civil engineering machine in translation
and/or rotation on the ground, the machine control unit (7; 107) including:

a machine position data determination component operable to determine position data to define the position
and/or orientation of a reference point on the civil engineering machine in relation to a reference system
which is independent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine,

wherein

the machine control unit (107) is included in a hand held field rover (100) and comprises a field rover control
unit, the hand held field rover (100) being mounted on the civil engineering machine (1), the hand held field
rover (100) being removable from the civil engineering machine (1) so that the field rover may be used
separately from the civil engineering machine to survey positions in the reference system which is inde-
pendent of the position and orientation of the civil engineering machine.

17. The civil engineering machine of claim 16, wherein:

the machine control unit (7; 107) further comprises a machine shape selection component operable to preset
a geometrical shape for the structure to be produced or for the ground to which changes are made.

18. The civil engineering machine of claim 17, wherein:

the machine control unit (7; 107) further comprises a machine curve data determination component operable
to determine curve data to define the desired curve based on the preset geometrical shape of the structure to
be produced or the ground to which changes are to be made and based on a desired position and orientation
of the preset geometrical shape in the reference system which is independent of the position and orientation of
the civil engineering machine (1).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren zum Steuern einer selbstfahrenden Baumaschine, wobei die selbstfahrende Baumaschine einen
Referenzpunkt (R) umfasst und das Verfahren aufweist:

(a) Voreinstellen einer geometrischen Form für eine herzustellende Struktur oder den Boden, der verändert
werden soll;
(b) Bestimmen mit einem tragbaren Field-Rover (100) einer Position von wenigstens einem identifizierbaren
Punkt der vorgegebenen geometrischen Form in einem Referenzsystem, das unabhängig von der Position und
Ausrichtung der Baumaschine ist;
(c) Bestimmen von Kurvendaten, die eine gewünschte Kurve definieren, auf der Grundlage der vorgegebenen
geometrischen Form für die herzustellende Struktur oder den Boden, der verändert werden soll, und auf der
Grundlage der Position von wenigstens einem identifizierbaren Punkt der vorgegebenen geometrischen Form
in dem Referenzsystem, das von der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängig ist; wobei die
gewünschte Kurve die Kurve ist, entlang der sich der Referenzpunkte (R) auf der Baumaschine in dem von der
Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängigen Referenzsystem bewegen soll;
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(d) Bestimmen von Daten, die eine Position und/oder Ausrichtung des Referenzpunktes (R) auf der Baumaschine
in Bezug auf das von der Position und Orientierung der Baumaschine unabhängige Referenzsystem definieren;
und
(e) Steuern der Baumaschine mit einer Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7) als eine Funktion der die gewünschte Kurve
definierenden Kurvendaten derart, dass sich der Referenzpunkt (R) auf der Baumaschine entlang der gewünsch-
ten Kurve bewegt;

wobei während des Schrittes (b) der tragbare Field-Rover (100) von der Baumaschine separiert ist, und nach Schritt
(b) die Daten, die die Position des wenigstens einen identifizierbaren Punktes der vorgegebenen geometrischen
Form definieren, von dem tragbaren Field-Rover (100) zu der Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7) übertragen werden.

2. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

Schritt (a) und/oder Schritt (c) mit der Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7) der Baumaschine oder mit einer Rover-
Steuereinheit (107) des tragbaren Field-Rovers (100) ausgeführt werden.

3. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei Schritt (a) das Eingeben von die geometrische Form definierender Parameter
in die Steuereinheit (7, 107) oder die Auswahl mit der Steuereinheit einer geometrischen Form aus einer Vielzahl
von Formen umfasst.

4. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei Schritt (a) und/oder Schritt (c) ausgeführt werden, wenn der tragbare
Field-Rover (100) an einer Baumaschine befestigt ist.

5. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

Schritt (c) durchgeführt wird, wenn der tragbare Field-Rover (100) an einem von der Baumaschine entfernten
Standort angeordnet ist; und
das Verfahren ferner das Übertragen der Kurvendaten von der Rover-Steuereinheit (107) zu der Maschinen-
Steuereinheit aufweist.

6. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner aufweisend:

Befestigen des Field-Rovers an der Baumaschine und Verwenden des befestigten Field-Rovers zumindest
teilweise um den Schritt (d) auszuführen und/oder Befestigen des Field-Rovers an der Baumaschine und Ver-
wenden einer Rover-Steuereinheit des Field-Rovers als die Maschinen-Steuereinheit von Schritt (e).

7. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

in Schritt (d) eine Anfangsposition des Referenzpunktes (R) auf der Baumaschine in Bezug auf das von der
Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängige Referenzsystem nicht die gewünschte Kurve ist; und
ferner umfassend, vor dem Schritt (e), das Steuern der Baumaschine mit der Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7)
derart, dass der Referenzpunkt (R) auf der Baumaschine sich zu einem Punkt auf der gewünschten Kurve
bewegt.

8. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

in Schritt (a) die geometrische Form zuerst durch Anfangsformdaten in einem in Bezug auf die Baumaschine
definierten maschinenbezogenen Koordinatensystem definiert wird; und
in Schritt (c) die Kurvendaten durch das Transformieren der Anfangsformdaten in einem von der Position und
Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängigen Referenzsystem bestimmt werden.

9. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

Schritte (a), (b) und (c) gleichzeitig durch die Verwendung des tragbaren Field-Rovers (100) ausgeführt werden,
um eine Reihe von eingemessenen Positionen in einem von der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine
unabhängigen Referenzsystem zu bestimmen, um für wenigstens einige der eingemessenen Positionen aus-
zuwählen, ob die Positionen Teil eines geraden Linienabschnitts oder Teil eines gekrümmten Abschnitts der
gewünschten Kurve ist, und um die gewünschte Kurve entsprechend der Reihe der eingemessenen Positionen
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zu definieren.

10. Ein selbstfahrendes Baumaschinensystem aufweisend:

eine Baumaschine (1), die ein Maschinenchassis (2) umfasst;
eine Arbeitseinheit (6), die auf dem Chassis angeordnet ist und betreibbar ist, um eine Struktur auf dem Boden
herzustellen oder den Boden zu verändern;
eine Antriebseinheit (4A, 4B; 5A, 5B), die betreibbar ist, um translatorische und/oder rotatorische Bewegungen
der Baumaschine auf dem Boden auszuführen;
eine Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7), die betreibbar ist, um die translatorischen und/oder rotatorischen Bewegun-
gen der Baumaschine auf dem Boden zu steuern; und
einen tragbaren Field-Rover (100), der an der Baumaschine (1) befestigt ist, wobei der tragbare Field-Rover
(100) von der Baumaschine abnehmbar ist, so dass der Field-Rover von der Baumaschine unabhängig ver-
wendet werden kann, und wobei der Field-Rover eine Rover-Steuereinheit (107) umfasst, die eine RoverPosi-
tionsdatenbestimmungskomponente umfasst, die zur Bestimmung von Positionsdaten betreibbar ist, um die
Position des Field-Rovers in Bezug auf ein von der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängiges
Referenzsystem zu bestimmen;

wobei jede der folgenden Komponenten in der Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7) und/oder der Rover-Steuereinheit (107)
enthalten ist:

eine Formauswahlkomponente, die betreibbar ist, um eine geometrische Form für die herzustellende Struktur
oder für den Boden, der verändert werden soll, vorzugeben;
eine Maschinenpositionsdatenbestimmungskomponente, die zur Bestimmung von Positionsdaten betreibbar
ist, um die Position und/oder Orientierung eines Referenzpunktes auf der Baumaschine in Bezug auf das von
der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängige Referenzsystem zu definieren;
eine Kurvendatenbestimmungskomponente, die zur Bestimmung von Kurvendaten betreibbar ist, um eine ge-
wünschte Kurve auf der Grundlage der vorgegebenen geometrischen Form der herzustellenden Struktur oder
des Bodens, der verändert werden soll, und auf der Grundlage einer gewünschten Position und Ausrichtung
der vorgegebenen geometrischen Form in dem von der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhän-
gigen Referenzsystem zu definieren, wobei die gewünschte Kurve die Kurve ist, entlang der sich der Referenz-
punkt auf der Baumaschine in dem von der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängigen Refe-
renzsystem bewegen soll; und
eine Antriebssteuerkomponente, die betreibbar ist, um die Antriebseinheit als eine Funktion der die gewünschte
Kurve definierenden Kurvendaten derart zu steuern, dass sich der Referenzpunkt auf der Baumaschine entlang
der gewünschten Kurve bewegt.

11. Das System nach Anspruch 10, wobei:

die Baumaschine (1) eine Andockstation (160) zur Aufnahme des Rovers (100) und Ankopplung der Rover-
Steuereinheit (107) an die Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7) umfasst; und
die Roverpositionsdatenbestimmungskomponente weist, wenn an der Baumaschine angeschlossen, wenigs-
tens ein Teil der Maschinenpositionsdatenbestimmungskomponente auf.

12. Das Baumaschinensystem nach Anspruch 10 oder 11, wobei:

die Roverpositionsdatenbestimmungskomponente einen Empfänger (S100) zum Dekodieren von GPS Satel-
litensignalen umfasst, insbesondere einen DGPS oder DGNSS-Empfänger zum Dekodieren von DGPS oder
DGNNS-Satellitensignalen, von einem satellitenbasierten globalen Positionsbestimmungssystem und Korrek-
tursignalen von einer Referenzstation zur Bestimmung der Position des Field-Rovers umfasst, oder die
Roverpositionsdatenbestimmungskomponente einen Empfänger, der zu einem Nicht-Satellitenmesssystem
zum Bestimmen der Position des Field-Rovers gehört, umfasst.

13. Das Baumaschinensystem nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 12, wobei:

die Formauswahlkomponente eine Eingabeeinheit (108) umfasst, die zur Eingabe von Parametern betreibbar
ist, um die geometrische Form der herzustellenden Struktur oder den Boden, der verändert werden soll, zu
definieren oder die Formauswahlkomponente eine Eingabeeinheit (108), die betreibbar ist, um eine geometri-
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sche Form aus einer Vielzahl von vordefinierten geometrischen Formen auszuwählen, umfasst.

14. Das Baumaschinensystem nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Eingabeeinheit (108) betreibbar ist, um eine vorgegebene
geometrische Form zu modifizieren.

15. Das Baumaschinensystem nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis14, wobei:

die Antriebssteuerkomponente derart ausgebildet ist, dass die Antriebseinheit (4A, 4B; 5A, 5B) gesteuert wird,
um den Referenzpunkt auf der Baumaschine (1) zu einem Punkt auf der gewünschten Kurve zu steuern, wenn
der Referenzpunkt nicht zuerst auf der gewünschten Kurve liegt.

16. Ein selbstfahrendes Baumaschinensystem aufweisend:

eine Baumaschine (1) umfassend ein Maschinenchassis (2);
eine Arbeitseinheit (6), die auf dem Chassis angeordnet ist und zur Herstellung einer Struktur auf dem Boden
oder zur Veränderung des Bodens betreibbar ist;
einer Antriebseinheit (4A, 4B; 5A, 5B), die betreibbar ist, um translatorische und/oder rotatorische Bewegungen
der Baumaschine auf dem Boden auszuführen; und
eine Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7; 107), die betreibbar ist, um die translatorischen und/oder rotatorischen Be-
wegungen der Baumaschine auf dem Boden zu steuern, wobei die Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7; 107) umfasst:

eine Maschinenpositionsdatenbestimmungskomponente, die zur Bestimmung von Positionsdaten betreib-
bar ist, um die Position und/oder Ausrichtung eines Referenzpunktes auf der Baumaschine in Bezug auf
einen von der Position und Ausrichtung der Baumaschine unabhängigen Referenzsystem zu bestimmen,
wobei
die Maschinen-Steuereinheit (107) in einem tragbaren Field-Rover (100) enthalten ist und eine Field-Rover-
Steuereinheit aufweist, wobei der tragbare Field-Rover (100) an der Baumaschine (1) befestigt ist, der
tragbare Field-Rover (100) von der Baumaschine (1) abnehmbar ist, so dass der Field-Rover unabhängig
von der Baumaschine verwendet werden kann, um Positionen in dem von der Position und Ausrichtung
der Baumaschine unabhängigen Referenzsystem einzumessen.

17. Die Baumaschine nach Anspruch 16, wobei:

die Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7; 107) ferner eine Maschinenformauswahlkomponente aufweist, die betreibbar
ist, um eine geometrische Form für die herzustellende Struktur oder für den Boden, der verändert werden soll,
vorzugeben.

18. Die Baumaschine nach Anspruch 17, wobei:

die Maschinen-Steuereinheit (7; 107) ferner eine Maschinenkurvendatenbestimmungskomponente aufweist,
die zur Bestimmung von Kurvendaten betreibbar ist, um die gewünschte Kurve auf der Grundlage der vorge-
gebenen geometrischen Form der herzustellenden Struktur oder des Bodens, der verändert werden soll, und
auf der Grundlage einer gewünschten Position und Ausrichtung der vorgegebenen geometrischen Form in
einem von der Position und Orientierung der Baumaschine (1) unabhängigen Referenzsystems zu bestimmen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de commande d’une machine de génie civil autopropulsée, la machine de génie civil comprenant un point
de référence (R), le procédé comprenant :

(a) la présélection d’une forme géométrique pour une structure à produire ou pour le sol auquel des changements
doivent être apportés ;
(b) la détermination avec un « field rover » portable (100) d’une position d’au moins un point identifiable de la
forme géométrique présélectionnée dans un système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de
l’orientation de la machine de génie civil ;
(c) la détermination de données de courbe définissant une courbe souhaitée, sur la base de la forme géométrique
présélectionnée pour la structure à produire ou pour le sol auquel des changements doivent être apportés et
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sur la base de la position dudit au moins un point identifiable de la forme géométrique présélectionnée dans le
système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil, la courbe
souhaitée étant la courbe le long de laquelle le point de référence (R) sur la machine de génie civil doit se
déplacer dans le système de référence indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil ;
(d) la détermination de données qui définissent une position et/ou une orientation du point de référence (R) sur
la machine de génie civil en relation avec le système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de
l’orientation de la machine de génie civil ; et
(e) la commande de la machine de génie civil par une unité de commande de machine (7), conformément aux
données de courbe définissant la courbe souhaitée, de manière à ce que le point de référence (R) sur la machine
de génie civil se déplace le long de la courbe souhaitée ;

dans lequel
pendant l’étape (b), le « field rover » portable (100) est séparé de la machine de génie civil, et après l’étape (b), les
données représentant la position dudit au moins un point identifiable de la forme géométrique présélectionnée sont
transférées du « field rover » portable (100) à l’unité de commande de machine (7).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

l’étape (a) et/ou l’étape (c) sont effectuées par l’unité de commande de machine (7) de la machine de génie
civil ou par une unité de commande de « field rover » (107) du « field rover » portable (100).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’étape (a) comprend l’entrée, dans l’unité de commande (7, 107), de
paramètres définissant la forme géométrique ou la sélection, avec l’unité de commande, d’une forme géométrique
parmi une pluralité de formes géométriques.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 2 ou 3, dans lequel l’étape (a) et/ou l’étape (c) sont effectuées lorsque le « field
rover » portable (100) est monté sur la machine de génie civil.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

l’étape (c) est effectuée lorsque le « field rover » portable (100) est situé à distance de la machine de génie civil ; et
le procédé comprend en outre le transfert des données de courbe de l’unité de commande de « field rover »
(107) à l’unité de commande de machine.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

le montage du « field rover » sur la machine de génie civil, et l’utilisation du « field rover » monté au moins en
partie pour effectuer l’étape (d) et/ou le montage du « field rover » sur la machine de génie civil, et l’utilisation
d’une unité de commande de « field rover » du « field rover » en tant qu’unité de commande de machine de
l’étape (e).

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

à l’étape (d), une position initiale du point de référence (R) sur la machine de génie civil en relation avec le
système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil n’est
pas sur la courbe souhaitée ; et
comprenant en outre, avant l’étape (e), la commande de la machine de génie civil avec l’unité de commande
de machine (7) de manière à ce que le point de référence (R) sur la machine de génie civil se déplace à un
point sur la courbe souhaitée.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

à l’étape (a), la forme géométrique est définie initialement par des données de forme initiales dans un système
de coordonnées associé à la machine défini par rapport à la machine de génie civil ; et
à l’étape (c), les données de courbe sont déterminées dans le système de référence qui est indépendant de la
position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil en transformant les données de forme initiales.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
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les étapes (a), (b) et (c) sont effectuées simultanément en utilisant le « field rover » portable (100) pour déterminer
une série de positions relevées dans le système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation
de la machine de génie civil, pour sélectionner, pour au moins certaines des positions relevées, si les positions
sont une partie d’une portion de droite ou une partie d’une portion incurvée de la courbe souhaitée, et pour
définir la courbe souhaitée correspondant à la série de positions relevées.

10. Système de machine de génie civil autopropulsée, comprenant :

une machine de génie civil (1) comprenant un châssis de machine (2) ;
une unité de travail (6) agencée sur le châssis et pouvant être utilisée pour produire une structure sur le sol ou
pour apporter des changements au sol ;
une unité d’entraînement (4A, 4B ; 5A, 5B) pouvant être utilisée pour effectuer des déplacements de la machine
de génie civil en translation et/ou en rotation sur le sol ;
une unité de commande de machine (7) pouvant être utilisée pour commander les déplacements de la machine
de génie civil en translation et/ou en rotation sur le sol ; et
un « field rover » portable (100) monté sur la machine de génie civil (1), le « field rover » portable (100) pouvant
être retiré de la machine de génie civil de sorte que le « field rover » puisse être utilisé séparément de la machine
de génie civil, le « field rover » comprenant une unité de commande de «field rover» (107), l’unité de commande
de « field rover » (107) comprenant un composant de détermination de données de position de « field rover »
pouvant être utilisé pour déterminer des données de position pour définir la position du « field rover » par rapport
à un système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil ;

dans lequel chacun des composants suivants est inclus dans au moins l’une de l’unité de commande de machine
(7) et de l’unité de commande de « field rover » (107) :

un composant de sélection de forme pouvant être utilisé pour présélectionner une forme géométrique pour la
structure à produire ou pour le sol auquel des changements doivent être apportés ;
un composant de détermination de données de position de machine pouvant être utilisé pour déterminer des
données de position pour définir la position et/ou l’orientation d’un point de référence sur la machine de génie
civil en relation avec le système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine
de génie civil
un composant de détermination de données de courbe pouvant être utilisé pour déterminer des données de
courbe pour définir une courbe souhaitée sur la base de la forme géométrique présélectionnée de la structure
à produire ou du sol auquel des changements doivent être apportés et sur la base d’une position et d’une
orientation souhaitées de la forme géométrique présélectionnée dans le système de référence indépendant de
la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil, la courbe souhaitée étant la courbe le long de laquelle
le point de référence sur la machine de génie civil doit se déplacer dans le système de référence indépendant
de la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil ; et
un composant de commande d’entraînement pouvant être utilisé pour commander l’unité d’entraînement, con-
formément aux données de courbe définissant la courbe souhaitée, de manière à ce que le point de référence
sur la machine de génie civil se déplace le long de la courbe souhaitée.

11. Système selon la revendication 10, dans lequel :

la machine de génie civil (1) comprend une station d’accueil (160) pour recevoir le « field rover » (100) et
interfacer l’unité de commande de « field rover » (107) avec l’unité de commande de machine (7) ; et
lorsqu’il est placé sur la station d’accueil de la machine de génie civil, le composant de détermination de données
de position de « field rover » comprend au moins une partie du composant de détermination de données de
position de machine.

12. Système de machine de génie civil selon la revendication 10 ou 11, dans lequel

le composant de détermination de données de position de « field rover » comprend un récepteur (S 100) pour
décoder les signaux de satellite GPS, en particulier un récepteur DGPS ou DGNSS pour décoder les signaux
de satellite DGPS ou DGNSS, provenant d’un système de positionnement mondial basé sur des satellites, et
corriger les signaux provenant d’une station de référence pour déterminer la position du « field rover », ou le
composant de détermination de données de position de « field rover » comprend un récepteur appartenant à
un système de mesure non à base de satellites pour déterminer la position du « field rover ».
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13. Système de machine de génie civil selon l’une des revendications 10 à 12, dans lequel :

le composant de sélection de forme comprend une unité d’entrée (108) pouvant être utilisée pour l’entrée de
paramètres pour définir la forme géométrique de la structure à produire ou du sol auquel des changements
doivent être apportés, ou le composant de sélection de forme comprend une unité d’entrée (108) pouvant être
utilisée pour sélectionner une forme géométrique à partir d’une pluralité de formes géométriques prédéfinies.

14. Système de machine de génie civil selon la revendication 13, dans lequel l’unité d’entrée (108) peut être utilisée
pour modifier une forme géométrique prédéterminée.

15. Système de machine de génie civil selon l’une des revendications 10 à 14, dans lequel :

le composant de commande d’entraînement est configuré pour commander l’unité d’entraînement (4A, 4B ; 5A,
5B) pour diriger le point de référence sur la machine de génie civil (1) vers un point sur la courbe souhaitée
lorsque le point de référence n’est pas situé initialement sur la courbe souhaitée.

16. Système de machine de génie civil autopropulsée, comprenant :

une machine de génie civil (1) comprenant un châssis de machine (2) ;
une unité de travail (6) agencée sur le châssis et pouvant être utilisée pour produire une structure sur le sol ou
pour apporter des changements au sol ;
une unité d’entraînement (4A, 4B ; 5A, 5B) pouvant être utilisée pour effectuer des déplacements de la machine
de génie civil en translation et/ou en rotation sur le sol ; et
une unité de commande de machine (7 ; 107) pouvant être utilisée pour commander les déplacements de la
machine de génie civil en translation et/ou en rotation sur le sol, l’unité de commande de machine (7 ; 107)
comprenant :

un composant de détermination de données de position de machine pouvant être utilisé pour déterminer
des données de position pour définir la position et/ou l’orientation d’un point de référence sur la machine
de génie civil en relation avec un système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation
de la machine de génie civil,

dans lequel

l’unité de commande de machine (107) est incluse dans un « field rover » portable (100) et comprend une unité
de commande de « field rover », le « field rover » portable (100) étant monté sur la machine de génie civil (1),
le « field rover » portable (100) pouvant être retiré de la machine de génie civil (1) de sorte que le « field rover »
puisse être utilisé séparément de la machine de génie civil pour relever des positions dans le système de
référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine de génie civil.

17. Machine de génie civil selon la revendication 16, dans laquelle :

l’unité de commande de machine (7 ; 107) comprend en outre un composant de sélection de forme de machine
pouvant être utilisé pour présélectionner une forme géométrique pour la structure à produire ou pour le sol
auquel des changement doivent être apportés.

18. Machine de génie civil selon la revendication 17, dans laquelle :

l’unité de commande de machine (7 ; 107) comprend en outre un composant de détermination de données de
courbe de machine pouvant être utilisé pour déterminer des données de courbe pour définir la courbe souhaitée
sur la base de la forme géométrique présélectionnée de la structure à produire ou du sol auquel des changements
doivent être apportés et sur la base d’une position et d’une orientation souhaitées de la forme géométrique
présélectionnée dans le système de référence qui est indépendant de la position et de l’orientation de la machine
de génie civil (1).
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